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Abstract: - Routing is a black art in today’s Internet. End
users and ISPs alike have little control over how their
packets are handled outside of their networks, stemming in
part from limitations of the current wide-area routing
protocol, BGP. We believe that many of these constraints
are due to policy-based restrictions on route exportation.
Separating forwarding policy from route discovery would
allow users to select among the possibly many inter-AS
paths available to them and enable ISPs to more effectively
manage the end-to-end behavior of their customers’
traffic.As a concrete mechanism for enforcing forwarding
policy,we propose the concept of a network capability that
binds together a path request, an accountable resource
principal, and an authorizing agent. Network capabilities
are central to Platypus, a loose source routing protocol we
are designing,which composes network capabilities
authorized by multiple ISPs to construct alternative interAS routes that can be independently validated and
accounted for on the fly.
Keywords: Authentication, BGP, Overlay Networks,
Routing,Waypoint.

1. Introduction:
Network operators and academic researchers alike
recognize that today’s wide-area Internet routing does not
realize the full potential of the existing network
infrastructure in terms of performance[1], reliability [2],
[3], [4], or flexibility [5], [6], [7]. While a number of
techniques for intelligent,source-controlled path selection
have been proposed to improve end-to-end performance
[8], [9], reliability [2], [3],[4], [10], and flexibility [11],
[12], [6], [13], [7], they have proven problematic to deploy
due to concerns about security and network instability. We
attempt to address these issues in developing a scalable,
authenticated, policy-compliant, wide-area source routing
protocol.We argue that many of the deficiencies of today’s
routing infrastructure are symptoms of the coupling of
routing policy and routing mechanism [14]. In particular,
today’s primary widearea routing protocol, the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is extraordinarily difficult to
describe, analyze, or manage, Autonomous systems (ASes)
express their local routing policy during BGP
outeadvertisement by affecting the routes that are chosen

and exported to neighbors. Similarly, ASes often adjust a
number of attributes on routes they accept from their
neighbours according to local guidelines [15], [16], [12].
As a result, configuring BGP becomes an overly complex
task, one for which the outcome is rarely certain. BGP’s
complexity affects Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and
end users alike; ISPs struggle to understand and configure
their networks while end users are left to wonder why endto-end connectivity is so poor. Our approach to reducing
this complexity is to separate the issues of connectivity
discovery and path selection. Removing policy constraints
from route discovery presents an opportunity for end users
and edge networks: routes previously hidden by overly
conservative policy filters can be revealed by ASes and
traversed by packets. The key challenge becomes
determining whether a particular source route is
appropriate. ASes have no incentive to forward arbitrary
traffic; currently they only wish to forward traffic for their
customers or peers. We argue, however, that this is simply
a poor approximation of the real goal: ASes want to
forward traffic only if they are compensated for it.
Henceforth, we will consider traffic policy compliant at a
particular point in the network if the AS can identify the
appropriate party to bill, and that party has been authorized
by the AS to use the portion of the network in question.
We present the design and evaluation of Platypus, a source
routing system that, like many source-routing protocols
before it, can be used to implement efficient overlay
forwarding, select among multiple ingress/egress routers,
provide virtual AS multi-homing, and address many other
common routing deficiencies [14]. The key advantage of
Platypus is its ability to ensure policy compliance during
packet forwarding. Platypus enables packets to be stamped
at the source as being policy compliant, reducing policy
enforcement to stamp verification. Hence, Platypus allows
for management of routing policy independent of route
export and path selection. Platypus uses network
capabilities, primitives that are placed within individual
packets, to securely attest to the policy compliance of
source routing requests. Network capabilities are
i) transferable: an entity can delegate
capabilities to others,
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ii) composable: a packet may be accompanied by a
set of capabilities,and
iii) cryptographically authenticated.
Capabilities can be issued by ASes to any parties they
know how to bill. Each capability specifies a desired
transit point (called a waypoint), a resource principal
responsible for the traffic, and a stamp of authorization. By
presenting a capability along with a routing request, end
users and ISPs express their willingness to be held
accountable for the traffic, and the included authorization
ensures the policy compliance of the request. In addition to
its basic design, we also aim to understand how Platypus
might be deployed in today’s Internet.

2. The state of BGP:
To motivate the need for separating policy enforcement
from route advertisement and selection, we enumerate
several efficiencies of BGP and describe how the coupling
of policy and mechanism either creates or exacerbates the
problem. Poor reliability/stability. BGP is a notoriously
difficult protocol to configure properly [11]. We believe a
significant portion of this complexity stems from the need
to simultaneously optimize for route efficiency and policy
compliance.Part of the problem is that it is very hard to
know beforehand what the right configuration might be
[18] because policy goals cannot be directly mapped to
configuration settings; instead, operators must adjust a
number of overloaded parameter values (MED, LOCAL
PREF, and COMMUNITY being three of the most
prominent) in hopes of coercing both their own internal
network and adjacent ASes to select the desired routes. In
fact, it’s possible for local policy settings to guarantee that
the routing configuration will diverge [19]. This issue
could largely be avoided if ASes could simply export all
possible routes, and determine whether or forward a
particular packet (because it did or did not meet the AS’s
local policy constraints) when it arrived at a border router.
We believe that a mechanism for explicit routing can free
ASes to fully export routes as routing policy can be
decoupled from route computation and distribution.

3. Sample applications :

Figure 1: A simple network topology. Hosts A, B, and
C all have different ISPs.
An Platypus architecture for loose source routing.
Platypus allows end hosts to construct arbitrary paths
through the network using the network infrastructure itself
and allows ISPs to implement sophisticated routing
policies. While Platypus is general in principle, we
envision it will be used primarily for AS-level source
routing, as we expect few ASes would allow intra-AS
source routing. Critical to our design is the integration of
authorization and Forwarding. A capability explicitly
confers the necessary rights for a packet’s source routing
to be honoured. In addition, Platypus makes it easy for
ASes to track the usage of capabilities. We provide a few
examples of how capabilities could be used to address
common or interesting routing problems below.
3.1 Overlay Construction
Nodes A, B, and C are all willing to transit traffic for
each other in an overlay fashion. Let us assume for the
moment that A and B ish to exchange traffic, but the
default route A↔R3↔R4 ↔ B is unsatisfactory—perhaps
because the link R3↔R4 is congested or down. Using
existing overlay technologies, A and B can use C as a
transit point by tunneling their traffic directly to C. While
effective at avoiding the misbehaving link, this route is
clearly sub-optimal for all involved. In particular:
1. C is forced to forward each packet itself,
consuming both last-hop bandwidth (in both directions)
and processor resources. It would prefer that R8 forward
the traffic instead.
2. Any path A ↔ R3 ↔ R5 ↔ R7 : : :R7 ↔ R6 ↔ R4 ↔
B is also sub-optimal from the point of view of both A and
B—they would likely prefer shorter, equivalent routes like
A ↔ R3 ↔ R5 ↔ R6 ↔ R4 ↔ B.
3. The ISP owning R5;R6;R7 and R8 (and the links
between them) would likely prefer not to transit the traffic
even to R7 unnecessarily.
4. If avoiding R3 ↔ R4 is the objective, an alternate route
exists: A↔ R3 ↔ R1 ↔ R2 ↔ R4 ↔ B. In the case where
C’s ISP also owns R1 and R2, C should be able to
authorize use of the link R1 ↔ R2.
The first issue can be addressed if node C were able to
request its upstream router to redirect packets from A to
B,such as with the recently proposed reflection primitive
[21];C could ask R8 to reflect packets from A to B.
Unfortunately, C’s ISP’s now cannot implicitly limit C’s
bandwidth use by restricting C’s last hop. C’s ISP is now
liable for transiting a potentially large amount of traffic
and needs some way to account for this usage. The ISP
would likely want to rate limit the flow at the router using
a token-bucket type scheme. The second issue can be only
partially addressed using the reflection primitive
recursively. If R8 propagates the reflection up to R7, the
perceived path from A to B no longer traverses R8 or C,
but this form of path relaxation cannot avoid R7, since R7
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is likely unaware that a better path exists between R5 and
R6. In Platypus, however, C could provide A with a
capability allowing it to source route through C’s ISP—
naming C as the resource principal and C’s ISP could
intelligently route A’s packets, addressing issues three and
four.
3.2Routing Accountability
Today’s routing infrastructure depends a large part on
the good behavior of ASes and the correct configuration of
BGP. BGP makes it easy for malicious speakers to falsely
announce routes for prefixes they do not own. Future
traffic to and from a hijacked prefix cannot be easily
differentiated from valid traffic by third parties. However,
networks in possession of capabilities to affect routing
decisions can benefit from not only the increased
flexibility of such capabilities, but also from the
verifiability of their packets and routes. Furthermore, this
benefits transit providers, as they can now verify packets
easily, allowing for convenient accounting and billing of
distinct resource principals.

4. Network capabilities:
Platypus addresses both of these issues through the
use of
network capabilities. Abstractly, a network
capability is made up of two fields: a waypoint and a
resource principal identifier. The waypoint specifies a
topological network location through which the packet
should be routed and the resource principal specifies the
entity willing to be charged for the routing request. Using
intra-AS routing mechanisms, an AS can route packets for
a given waypoint to different Platypus routers, thus giving
it more control over the effects of source-routed traffic on
an ISP’s traffic engineering. We return to this issue in
Section VII-D. For now, we will consider waypoints to
correspond to a specific router within an AS. In Platypus,
packets are stamped with a source-routing request by
inserting a Platypus header immediately after the IP header
of each packet and including some number of capabilities,
encapsulating the existing payload. Fig. 2 shows the
Platypus header format with one capability attached. The
header contains fields for the protocol version (currently
0), a set of bit flags (whose use is described in Section IVA.1), a length field (specified in terms of 32-bit words), a
pointer to the current capability (also in terms of 32-bit
words), and an encapsulated protocol field to facilitate deencapsulation. Capabilities are apended immediately after
the Platypus header. The latypus header and capabilities
may be added by in-network stampers while the packet is
in transit. Since anyone can use a capability to forward
packets through the specified waypoint and bill the
indicated resource principal, Platypus must ensure that
eavesdroppers watching packets in the network cannot use
capabilities they

Figure 2: Platypus header format with a single capability
and binding attached.
Bindingsare a function of the capability, the packet
contents, and a secret known only to the owner of the
capability. When a Platypus packet arrives at a waypoint,
the Platypus router validates the corresponding capability
and its binding. If the capability/binding pair is valid, the
router updates the waypoint pointer (indicating the packet
has already passed through this waypoint), sets the
packet’s current destination IP to the waypoint field of the
next capability in the capability list, replaces the current
source IP with its own (to prevent ingress filters from
dropping the packet), and forwards the packet on. If no
additional capabilities remain, the router replaces the
original destination address. A. MAC-Based Authentication
Platypus prevents forgery of capabilities or their bindings
with the cascade construction of Bellare et al. [22], which
is provably secure given an underlying MAC that is a
pseudorandom function (PRF), as most modern MACs are
believed to be. We define a secret temporal key, ,
generated from the capability, , using a message
authentication code (MAC) such as HMAC [24]. The
MAC is keyed with , the key of the specified waypoint.
This value is securely transferred to the resource Principal
(in a manner described in Section IV). In order to use a
capability, an individual packet must be stamped with the
capability and a binding, ,where is the invariant [23]
contents of the packet
(not including Platypus headers) with the end-to-end
source and destination addresses substituted and the packet
length field omitted.

5. Capability Manager:
Platypus gains significant flexibility from the ability to
transfer capabilities. Entities can collect capabilities from
multiple resource principals and construct source routes to
which no single entity would otherwise have rights. We
describe capability management in several steps: First, we
detail how capabilities are generated both in general and in
special cases. Second, we describe how resource principals
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obtain temporal secrets for their own capabilities and
capabilities delegated to them by others. Third, we present
a policy framework for applying capabilities to IP packets.
Capability GenerationWhile capabilities are generally
minted by an ISP, there are two important cases when
individuals may wish to create new capabilities based on
those provided to them by their ISPs.
Reply Capabilities Protocols such as TCP have been
shown to work best when forward and reverse path
characteristics are similar [18]. In order to use Platypus
source routes, however, both ends of a flow must have
their own capabilities and perform their own routing.
Fortunately, it may often be the case that one of the
communicating parties may wish to be responsible for both
directions of the flow. For example, a client may wish to
provide a server with a capability to enable the server to
provide it with better performance. Platypus allows for
resource principals to include a reply capability and its
corresponding temporal secret as part of a packet stream
for the recipient to use in response.
Capability Distribution There are three main aspects to
wide-area capability distribution:
Bootstrapping, lookup, and revocation. We describe our
approaches to each in turn.
Bootstrapping- To bootstrap the capability distribution
process, we expect that each AS provides an interface
(likely a Web server) through which resource principals
establish their accounts. This can occur in many ways. For
example, the server and resource principal can set up a
secure channel (using SSL, for example), and, after
negotiating payment, the server sends a resource principal
ID, randomly generated capability master key , and the
capability information to the resource principal.
Ordinary Capability Lookup: To look up the current
temporal secret associated with a capability, a resource
principal generates a request by encoding the capability
and a special request opcode as a string and prepends it to
the key-lookup subdomain (specified during the bootstrap
process) in a DNS TXT lookup request, which is routed by
DNS to an appropriate key server. For example,a request
for a capability issued by ucsd.edu with key-lookup
subdomain platypus.ucsd.edu would be request
.platypus.ucsd.edu. The DNS response is a similarly
encoded DNS TXT record containing the temporal secret
for the requested key ID encrypted under the capability
master key. The resource principal decrypts and verifies
the response, yielding the current temporal secret for the
specified capability. The use of DNS for key lookup may
seem clumsy; a more natural approach might be to contact
the key server directly. To contact the server, however, a
resource principal would have to first perform a DNS
lookup for the key server and then transmit its lookup
request, requiring multiple round trips. Instead, Platypus
piggybacks the request for a key, shortening the lookup
latency to about one RTT, allowing for extremely short
expiration intervals.By using DNS to distribute keys,
Platypus realizes caching, distributed authority, and failure

resistance without having to build a separate key
distribution infrastructure. In particular, Platypus key
lookups are cacheable since requests are plain text and
replies are encrypted under the capability master key for
the requested capability. If multiple requests are made for
the same shared capability, DNS caching will
automatically decrease the load on the key server.
Delegated Capability Lookup: Lookup of delegated
capabilities is fundamentally different from ordinary
capability lookup: parties must receive capabilities from a
resource principal rather than from a capability server. We
have devised a DNS-based mechanism that allows a server
to distribute delegated capabilities to clients, leveraging
the DNS lookup that typically precedes client-server
exchanges on the Internet. If both the client and the server
are Platypus-aware, the server can delegate a capability to
the client as follows. Suppose a client wishes to contact a
server server.ucsd.edu. Normally, a DNS resolver near the
client issues a DNS query asking for the A record (IP
address record) for server.ucsd.edu, which eventually is
answered by the name server authoritative for ucsd.edu.
Instead, we have the resolver issue a query for a TXT
record for deleg.server.ucsd.edu (that is, it
prepends deleg to the DNS name). The DNS server
recognises this as a request for (a) the IP address of
server.ucsd.edu and (b) a delegated capability for sending
traffic to server.ucsd.edu; it returns a TXT response to the
resolver containing these two items. The DNS resolver
installs the received delegated capability in a client-side
stamper and returns the address to the client; the stamper
can subsequently stamp traffic from the client to the
server.

Fig. 3. Delegation and stamping in our policy framework.
Revocation
While expiration provides for coarse-grained control of
temporal secrets, a resource principal may want to
immediately revoke the current temporal secret when it
suspects compromise. Platypus enables such revocation: to
revoke a particular temporal secret, the resource principal
computes the MAC of the capability and the current time
under the capability master key and sends the pair,
MAC,and the revocation opcode
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encoded as a DNS request. Platypus routers periodically
receive updated revocation lists from their associated key
servers which they consult whenever validating packets.
The revocation list for the current key ID is flushed upon
key ID rotation.

6. Elliptic Curve Cryptography:
In general, public-key cryptography systems
use hard-to-solve problems as the basis of the
algorithm. The most predominant algorithm today for
public-key cryptography is RSA, based on the prime
factors of very large integers. Elliptic curves combine
number theory and algebraic geometry. These curves
can be defined over any field of numbers (i.e., real,
integer, complex) although we generally see them
used over finite fields for applications in
cryptography. An elliptic curve consists of the set of
real numbers (x,y) that satisfies the equation
:y2 = x3 + ax + b
The set of all of the solutions to the equation
forms the elliptic curve. Changing a and b changes the
shape of the curve, and small changes in these
parameters can result in major changes in the set of
(x,y) solutions.

ECC may be employed with many Internet
standards, including CCITT X.509 certificates and
certificate revocation lists (CRLs), Internet Key Exchange
(IKE), Transport Layer Security (TLS), XML signatures,
and applications or protocols based on the cryptographic
message syntax (CMS). RFC 5639 proposes a set of
elliptic curve domain parameters over finite prime fields
for use in these cryptographic applications.RSA had been
the mainstay of PKC for over a quarter-century. ECC,
however, is emerging as a replacement in some
environments because it provides similar levels of security
compared to RSA but with significantly reduced key sizes.
ECC key sizes are so much shorter than comparable RSA
keys, the length of the public key and private key is much
shorter in elliptic curve cryptosystems. This results into
faster processing times, and lower demands on memory
and bandwidth

7. Waypoint Deployment:
We now consider the impact of waypoint deployment
on the effectiveness of Platypus -like source routing.
Clearly, the more numerous the waypoints, the more
control Platypus can assert
over a packet’s path. By clustering the routers into groups
which could be represented by a single Platypus waypoint,
we attempt to determine the number of Platypus waypoints
an ISP must deploy to provide a useful service to
customers.

Table 1 : Micro Bench marks for prkm All time are as
measured by the CPU cycle counter

Figure 3 shows the addition of two points on an elliptic
curve. Elliptic curves have the interesting property that
adding two points on the elliptic curve yields a third point
on the curve. Therefore, adding two points, P and Q, gets
us to point R, also on the curve. Small changes in P or Q
can cause a large change in the position of R.
So let's go back to the original problem statement from
above. The point Q is calculated as a multiple of the
starting point, P, or, Q = nP. An attacker might know P
and Q but finding the integer, n, is a difficult problem to
solve. Q (i.e., nP) is the public key and n is the private key.

In particular,we study the impact on end-to-end one-way
path latency of routing indirectly through a set of
waypoints; we vary the number of waypoints available.
Previous research indicates that it is often possible to
achieve significant performance improvements by
inserting one level of indirection in a packet’s route [3],
[8], [28]. We consider how the best achievable path
latency increases as more waypoint choices are available,
as this indicates how well chosen waypoints must be.
Intuitively, since POPs represent a collection of routers in
a region, and networks are dense near large cities and
sparse elsewhere, routers that have similar latencies to a
given set of observation points can be naturally clustered
together. It may be sufficient to place Platypus routers in
only a few locations, as speed of light delays comprise
most of the delay seen by packets in uncongested widearea backbones. Thus, multiple, local waypoints would not
significantly affect latency. As expected, the more
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waypoints, the closer the performance of the optimal
8. References:
cluster comes to performance of the optimal router.
Somewhat surprisingly, however, the best cluster centers
approach the optimal at a relatively small number of
clusters, suggesting that a small number of indirection
points are likely sufficient for substantial benefit; this
applies equally to Platypus and any overlay or source
routing system; this is likely due to geographic or POP
locality among potential waypoints.
7.1 Waypoint Load Balancing
In all our application scenarios (from Section II-A),
Platypus users forward their traffic through selected
waypoints. Consider, for example, aWeb site that
purchases Platypus service from an ISP; traffic that the
server sends to specific clients uses Platypus to selectively
improve performance. However, given the popularity of
the website, it may overload a single waypoint at certain
times of the day. To remedy this issue, we consider a
policy in which the server selects a set of waypoints to
forward traffic through and load balances across them.
This functionality is important in many applications, since
it is unlikely that a single waypoint can suffice for an
arbitrarily large traffic volume.Using the Platypus policy
framework described in Section V-C, we evaluate a Web
server application scenario with probabilistic load
balancing across two waypoints. Each client makes
ordinary HTTP requests to the server. The server’s replies
are stamped according to a policy that begins by sending
all response traffic through a single waypoint. Halfway
through the experiment we change the policy such that the
response traffic is load balanced at the granularity of a
TCP flow.
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